
Kwey Relatives… 

Recognition of Missing  and Murdered 
Indigenous Women

May 5th is recognized as a National Day of 
Awareness for Missing and Murdered Indigenous 
Women. It is a time to take a stand, to thwart and 
cease the violence that is perpetrated against 
indigenous people. In some Native communities, 
women are murdered at 10 times the national 
average.

The Urban Indian Health Institute reports that 
murder is the 3rd leading cause of death for Native 
women. In 2021 the FBI 's National Crime 
Information Center reported 5,203 missing 
Indigenous women and girls. As of January 2023, 
NamUS has reported a total of 555 cases of missing 
Indigenous women and girls. 

Several of the Wabanaki Domestic and Sexual 
Violence Advocacy Centers held events in 
recognition of all Missing and Murdered Indigenous 
People including participating in the Red Dress 
Project.

. 
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Pictured Above: Passamaquoddy Peaceful Relations RedDress 
Project at Sipayik

Amanda Black the artist behind the original REDress 
Project explains the message: REDress focuses on the 
issue of missing or murdered Aboriginal women across 
Canada. It is an installation art project based on an 
aesthetic response to this critical national issue. The 
project has been installed in public spaces throughout 
Canada and the United States as a visual reminder of the 
staggering number of women who are no longer with us. 
Through the installation I hope to draw attention to the 
gendered and racialized nature of violent crimes against 
Aboriginal women and to evoke a presence through the 
marking of absence.
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Serving Our Partners

  Maliseet Domestic    Indian Township  Passamaquoddy   Penobscot Nation    Passamaquoddy Peaceful    Micmac Domestic and 

   and Sexual Violence   Domestic and Sexual    Domestic and Sexual    Relations Domestic and Sexual   Sexual Violence 

  Advocacy Center    Violence Advocacy Center    Violence Advocacy Center    Violence Advocacy Center    Advocacy Center 

Office: 207-532-3000    Office: 207-214-1917    Office: 207-817-7446    Office: 207-853-0092    Office: 207-760-0570 

  24 Hour Hotline:    24 Hour Hotline:    24 Hour Hotline:   24 Hour Toll Free Hotline:    24 Hour Hotline: 

207-532-6401 207-214-1917 207-631-4886 1-877-853-2613 207-551-3639

Pictured above: MMIW Community Smudge/Caravan with Penobscot 
Nation DV/SA Advocacy Center in partnership with Wabanaki Public 
Health and Wellness
Pictured to the right: Passamaquoddy Peaceful Relations MMIW Walk in 
remembrance of Kimberly Alice Neptune

Pictured above: Maliseet Advocacy 
Center MMIW Ceremony

Pictured above: WWC Staff attending MMIW 
event at Sipayik
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Wabanaki Women's Coalition May Affinity Meeting

Advocates attended a Sexual Assault Forensic Examiner (SAFE) and Hospital Accompaniment 
Training. The training focused on specific protocols pertaining to an Advocate who provides hospital 
accompaniment for a survivor who has been sexually assaulted and chooses to have a SAFE exam 
conducted. Advocates observed a clothed mock exam in order to prepare them for what to expect 
during a typical SAFE exam at this hospital. 

Advocates reported that this training helped them to improve their skills, knowledge, and confidence 
while learning best supportive practices that are survivor centered and trauma informed. This training 
also allowed connection and conversations with the SAFE Program Coordinator for greater New 
England area, Keri Kapaldo, and the University of New England Regional SANE Coordinator, Dani 
Coutu.
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          Wabanaki Women's Coalition Welcomes

. 

Tori Neptune as the Director for Passamaquoddy Peaceful Relations!               
Tori comes to this position with many years working as an Advocate for the 
Passamaquoddy Peaceful Relations program. You’ve probably seen her most 
recently at the MMIW event drumming, singing & bringing awareness, among 
several other events. Woliwoni Tori for having so much compassion and 
dedication for survivors.  

Lacey Anne Francis as an Advocate who has been working within the program 
since September of 2022! 
Lacey has lived her whole life at Sipayik where she is an active community 
member who lends a helping hand, and is a wife and also a mother to four 
beautiful children. Lacey brings vast knowledge to our program and has stepped 
up and filled in other programs when needed. With Lacey’s drive and compassion 
for our community, Passamaquoddy Peaceful Relations has found a most reliable 
and compassionate Advocate!

 Jessica Ward as Penobscot Nation Advocacy Center's new Program Coordinator!
Jess has been with the Penobscot Nation Advocacy Center for two years and you 
have probably seen her at many events including the Domestic Violence Walk, 
Youth Halloween Party, Elders BBQ and many more. She comes to this role with 
many years of prior advocacy and case manager experience. When not assisting 
survivors, Jess can be found cheering her son on in Hockey and her daughter on 
in Dance. 

Brooke Mitchell as an Advocate for the Penobscot Nation Domestic and Sexual 
Violence Advocacy Center! Brooke is a Penobscot Nation Tribal Member who 
comes to the program with a passion to advocate and support survivors through 
the journey they are on. A true nature lover, she enjoys gardening, foraging in the 
woods and trips with her family. Woliwoni for your dedication and energy to help 
others. 
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 June 2023 Elder Abuse Awareness Month

 Sudden changes in the elder’s appearance; poor hygiene, dressed improperly for the weather, 
sunken eyes, bedsores, loss of weight;

 Sudden changes in the elder’s personality; increased or unreasonable levels of anxiety, 
fearfulness and/or depression;

 The elder becomes uncommunicative and unresponsive;
 Sudden or swift decline in their health, malnourishment or sudden loss of weight;
 Visible injury that has not been cared for or cannot be explained with a realistic explanation;
 A change in routine and/or no longer attending/participating in events they enjoyed in the past;
 Social isolation/not allowed to visit alone. Sudden loss of ability to meet financial obligations;
 Going without things the elder needs or has always had in the past;
 The elder states that they have had conflicts or problems with their caregiver and/or they use 

coded disclosures.

Source: Maine Council for Elder Abuse Prevention  

Elders are our language keepers� story tellers and knowledge sharers� On average, 1 in 10 Elders ages 60 
and up have experienced elder abuse� Different forms of elder abuse can include; emotional� physical� 
mental� cultural� financial and more� Elders deserve to live a life free from abuse� 
Please reach out, if you or a loved one has experienced elder abuse. You are not alone and you matter. 

Red Flags for Elder Abuse 

What to look for:

                 Penobscot Nation Elder BBQ 2023 

   June 15th is Recognized as Elder Abuse Awareness Day
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June Pride Month 2023

LGBTQ+2 relatives should be supported always! Historically, June is known and recognized as Pride Month. Pride Month can include 

celebrating the LGBTQ+2 and bringing awareness to several struggles the community faces and overcomes daily. One of these struggles 

includes the LGBTQ+2 community experiencing some of the highest rates of violence within any community. Throughout the month of June 

and beyond, may we combat this perpetuation of violence by learning and listening directly from the LGBTQ+2 community on how to be 

supportive and by creating safe spaces for all LGBTQ+2 peoples.

One way to create such safe spaces is educating oneself on terms and history behind specific words that are or are not used. In the upcoming 

paragraph we look to a video that features Geo Soctomah Neptune (Niskapisuwin) to answer questions on what Two-spirit means and the 

history behind it. 

When teaching the meaning of Two-Spirit, Geo explains that it is an umbrella term that bridges gender and sexuality. And that there are 

many definitions of Two-Spirit and it is specific to each tribal nation. In some tribal communities, Two-Spirit peoples were thought of as 

divine, sacred and held in high regard. Geo-Neptune Niskapisuwin speaks of two-spirit peoples holding import roles within tribal 

communities including but not limited to matchmakers, medicine peoples, and warriors.

Geo provides history behind the word choice and when the term Two-Spirit was specifically proposed. "Two-Spirit was an attempt at self 

determination across linguistic barriers because the existing language is foreign and imposed violently on the indigenous peoples of North 

America was both offensive and deeply colonial. " "In 1990 Winnipeg, Manitoba 3rd Annual Native American Gay & Lesbian Gathering the 

term two spirit was proposed and affirmed by consensus." 

Source: YouTube Video "What Does Two-Spirit Mean" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4lBibGzUnE 

  Bangor Pride June 2019 - Geo Soctomah Neptune 
(Niskapisuwin)

Local Two-Spirit Resource: The 
Wabanaki Two-Spirit Alliance

The W2SA is a group of volunteers, researchers, 
academics, knowledge holders, youth and Elder 
Wabanaki Two-Spirits and Allies.               
Vision: To strive to provide equitable and safe 
environments for Two Spirits and Indigenous 
LGBTQ+ to live and thrive spiritually, mentally, 
physically, and emotionally within our 
Wabanaki territory. Contact information:
Facebook: The Wabanaki Two Spirit Alliance
Twitter: @W2SAlliance

Instagram: @w2salliance

Email: johnrsylliboy@gmail.com

Photo from Maine Wabanaki           
Two-Spirit Alliance Facebook page
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June Pride Month Events 2023

Ways to be an LGBTQ+2 Ally:

*Listen-Listen and learn directly from two spirit and LGBTQ+ relatives about how to
best be supportive.

*Be Present-Show support, encourage, and model acceptance, create safe spaces for all
LGBTQ+2 relatives.

*Reconnect, Remember, and support old/new traditions that honor and show respect to
two spirit and LGBTQ+2 peoples within indigenous communities.

*Vote LGBTQ+2 peoples into important roles and communities.

*Acknowledge barriers for LGBTQ+2 peoples who are accessing services for Domestic

Violence and Sexual Assault. (Consider making supportive and safe policies to help break
down these barriers).

*Believe LGBTQ+2 Survivors of Domestic Violence, and Sexual Assault.

June 2023 Pride Events

Maliseet Advocacy Center - Paint Night 

Penobscot Nation DV/SA Advocacy Center - 

Paint with Pride, and Painting of Cross-Walk in 

support of Pride Awareness Month (located 

outside the Health Center).

Several Centers posted supportive messages and 

resources to bring awareness and stand with 

LGBTQ+2 Community

Photo from MaineTransNet Facebook Page

Wabanaki Women's Coalition also would like to encourage those that are looking 

for support, education and training to check out MaineTransNet at            
https://www.mainetrans.net. MaineTransnet has been a wonderful teacher to all 

Wabanaki Advocacy Centers on best practices, helpful resources, and the 

importance of listening to LGBTQ+2 specific agencies on what is most supportive 

and safe. Woliwoni MaineTransNet for the important life-saving and changing 

work you do!
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PLEASE  
PLACE  
STAMP  
HERE 

Wabanaki Women’s Coalition 

Donna Brown, Executive Director 

20 Godfrey Drive, Unit 14 

Orono, Maine 04473 

Woliwoni to Long-Time Advocate Patricia Graffam!

Thank you Pat for your compassion, dedication, and perseverance for all survivors and tribal peoples. May we all 
"Begin by believing", something you lived by when working alongside survivors. Woliwoni and may your new 

adventure be wonderful! 

This project was supported by Grant No. 15JOVW-22-GG-03615-MUMU awarded by the Office on Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice.  

The opinions, findings, conclusions, and recommendations expressed in this publication/program/exhibition are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Justice. 
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